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THREE TOURS OF BEAUTIFUL  HISTORIC  CHURCHES  IN THE VALE OF CLWYD 

In 2016 the Cambrians had a wonderful week in the Vale of Clwyd, staying in Ruthin.  This area has a wealth of fascinating 
historic churches filled with wood-carving of the highest quality, and the greatest surviving collection of late mediaeval 
stained glass in Wales.  Marie-Thérèse Castay, our Gascon Bard, was in the party and took a very fine series of photographs, 
so we thought it would be good to share these on the web and to provide a virtual guide to these churches which will bring 
memories for those Cambrians who were on the trip, and inspiration for others to visit them when travelling is once more 
allowed.  The text is taken from the programme booklet. 

The three tours cover: 1. the rich valley-bottom between Ruthin and Denbigh; 2. the northern tip of Flintshire between 
Dyserth and Holywell, the great pilgrimage centre; and 3. the area in the Clwydian Hills around Mold. 

Tour 1. 

Ruthin, Llanynys, Llanrhaeadr and St Marcella 

Whitchurch  (near Denbigh ) 

The Parish Church of St Peter, Ruthin  stands at the northern end 
of the ridge.  The church was begun by the de Greys in about 
1282 as a simple chapel, but was re-established in 1310 as a colle-
giate parish church served by Augustinian ‘Bonhommes’ who lived 
a semi-monastic life in the contemporary (but now much altered) 
domestic buildings abutting the north side.  

The church was originally aisleless with a chancel and central tow-
er.  The south aisle was  added in about 1350 but its chancel was 
demolished in 1663. The north nave roof is exceptionally elabo-
rate.  The church was extensively restored in 1854-9 by R. K. Pen-
son who added the spire, but some 17th century furnishings re-
main.  

There are some notable monuments in the church: frag-
ments of two 14th century effigies are the earliest.  The 
most important person commemorated is Dr Gabriel 
Goodman, Dean of Westminister, who was a generous 
benefactor to his home town.  Sadly the bust of him is 
rather crudely made. Dean Goodman re-founded the 
monastic school in 1574 as a grammar school. Most of 
the Renaissance scholars from this area were educated 
here.  In 1590 he founded Christ’s Hospital, an alms-
house for a warden and 12 poor persons in the Colle-
giate buildings which he had purchased. The Vicar of 
Ruthin is ex officio Warden of the almshouse and the 
title remains today.  18th century school buildings and 
the headmaster’s house remain in the churchyard Close 
but the school itself, which still flourishes, moved out in 
1891 into a fine building by John Douglas of Chester on 
the Mold road. There are three elegant monuments 
carved by Robert Wynne who was a native of Ruthin. 
The earliest (1673) is to a later Gabriel Goodman (the 
Dean’s family remained an important one in Ruthin), 
another is to Roger Mostyn and the latest (1725) com-
memorates his own brother, John Wynn.  There are 
brasses (c. 1560-80) to the Dean’s parents, Edward and 
Ciselye Goodman.  
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Llanynys: St Saeran’s Church 

This is one of the Vale’s best-kept secrets, one that the visitor is 
unlikely to stumble across by chance, tucked away between the 
rivers Clwyd and Clywedog. Indeed, Llanynys as a name is prob-
ably better known for an article on one of its field systems pub-
lished by the late Glanville Jones under the title of the ‘Llanynys 
quillets’.  We will pass these strip fields, but nothing now is 
visible.  The evidence is on the Tithe Maps and early photo-
graphs but something must have been visible in 1959 when 
Glanville Jones spoke to the Cambrians on site. 

St Saeran’s, like the other churches visited today, is a double-
naved structure, but it has a more august history, for in the pre
-Conquest era it was the mother church for this area of the
Vale with a clas community whose descendants were docu-
mented as late as 1402. Before its exterior was limewashed a
few years ago, some of its past history could be seen in the
fabric. The enlargement of the north nave eastwards, the
heightening of the nave wall and consequent raising of the
roof, and the insertion of the Georgian windows into the exter-
nal wall of the south nave could all be identified in changes in
the stonework; now with its white-coating more imagination is
required.
The church is accessed on its south side through a porch, a re-
placement for the 13th-century west entrance. The south en-
trance to the church is interesting for its 15th-century doorway ,
its original iron-studded, wooden door with early graffiti and an
inscription on the tie-beam providing a date of 1544 for the
porch’s construction.
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Inside it should be obvious that the church has recently under-
gone refurbishment, and this included the introduction of a com-
pletely new wooden column at the east end joining the others 
that replaced the stone arcade in c.1768. 

 
 

it is the furnishings and fittings that are particularly striking. 
No one can miss the large St Christopher  painted on the 
north wall which was only uncovered in 1967. but also look 
out for, inter alia, a hexagonal slab with the Crucifixion  and a 
bishop on its opposing faces, formerly thought to be a sepul-
chral marker but now recognised as the 14th-century head of 
a churchyard cross. The hexagonal cross head was moved 
into the church in 1961 at the instigation (and perhaps ex-
pense) of the Cambrians after their visit in 1959. 
 
 
 
 

There is also  the much damaged effigy of a priest, 
also 14th-century; an altar table of 1637 given by Sir 
William Salusbury of Rȗg, the builder of the famously 
decorated chapel;  a series of non-religious carved 
panels (dated 1570)  from Bachymbyd (another Salus-
bury connection) incorporated into the stalls. 
 
Also to be seen are  Royal arms of 1661 on canvas; a 
wooden chandelier of 1749 ; 19th-century hatch-
ments; wooden dog tongs; and finally the hammer-
beam roof without its angels, but compensated for by 
the carvings on the truss terminals.    
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The church was part of the Diocese of Bangor until 1859, having 
become part of the Kingdom of Gwynedd in 1123.  Bishop Richard 
of Bangor (consecrated 1237) is said to have retired here because 
of differences with Llywelyn ap Iorwerth and is thought to be the 
cleric buried in the north nave.  

Llanrhaeadr-yng-Nghinmeirch    11 
St Dyfnog’s Church  with a range of 18th-century almshouses at the 
western end of the churchyard, and a holy well in the woodland 
beyond, lay on the road from Ruthin to Denbigh before a bypass 
was introduced.  The almshouses were built in 1729 by Jane, wid-
ow of Maurice Jones (see monument) and daughter of Sir Walter 
Bagot MP and his wife, Jane Salusbury.   

Externally the church is not particularly prepossessing, it is a dou-
ble-naved church accompanied by a squat tower and a north 
porch, perhaps a faithful copy of what was originally here, and set 
in a tidy rectangular churchyard. At least the church has for the 
time being escaped limewashing. Its windows are varied but main-
ly Perpendicular, while the fabric of the building tells us little, 
though note the blocked doorway in the east wall which is also 
evident inside.  

It is the interior of St Dyfnog’s that is interesting for its 
furnishings and fittings. Pride of place goes to the Jesse 
window in the east wall, a date of 1533 at the foot of the 
fifth light, the glass reputedly stored during the Common-
wealth era in the massive dugout chest below. Other pre-
Reformation stained glass has been jumbled together in 
the north nave’s west window having been recovered 
from a farmhouse in the neighbourhood in the mid-19th 
century; a date of 1508 is said to be included.  
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Then there are the angels in the roof, different types in the 
body of the south nave   and above in the sanctuary and an 
altogether more rustic version in the north nave, examples of 
which bear similarities to some 18th-century funerary carving.  

In the south-west corner is the somewhat overpowering 
memorial to Maurice Jones of Llanrhaeadr Hall  who died in 
1702 and who was the epitome of a gentleman, if his wife’s 
words carved at the base of his memorial are words carved 
at the base of his memorial are to be believed.  The sculptor 
is Robert  Wynne of Ruthin discussed by Richard Haslam at a 
recent CAA meeting and now on our website  “It has the 
main figure in a similar elegant pose to the Myddelton reclin-
ing one [in Chirk – see CAA Website] and under a similar Co-
rinthian canopy, but with the addition of four little boys 
weeping into handkerchiefs.  Its inscription below, in the 
eulogising spirit then in fashion, says “His Hospitality was 
discreet though public, his Charity unbounded though se-
cret”. 

Less dominant is the small brass bearing a memento mori to 
Robert Lloyd and wife who died in 1771 and 1766 respective-
ly.  Finally we have a gilded pelican, dated to 1762 and for-
merly above the altar.  (R J S)   

Whitchurch (Llanfarchell): St Marcella’s Church     
Set on the lip of the Clwyd’s river terrace, St Marcella’s 
was the parish church for Denbigh throughout the medie-
val period.  No settlement developed around it so the area 
is known as Whitchurch, a name of post-Reformation 
origin. It occupies what is now an elongated churchyard, 
but this belies the fact that in the 18th century it was 
smaller and more curvilinear in outline, indicative of an 
early medieval foundation. 

Despite its early origins most of St Marcella is Perpendicu-
lar, with its double nave, a feature of a number of church-
es around the Vale of Clwyd and its west tower.  Indeed, 
the only parts of the building that could be earlier appear 
to be the west end of the south nave with its possible 14th

-century doorway, and some contemporary masonry in
the south wall though limewash has now obscured the
masonry changes.

Inside it is the arcade and the fine roofs  that are of late 
medieval date, the latter enhanced by decorated cor-
bels, carvings on the cornices, and some trusses also 
embellished with carvings, although any hammerbeam 
angels have long gone.  But there are few contemporary 
furnishings and fittings, other sparse fragments of medi-
eval glass set into a couple of the windows, and portions 
of the medieval rood screen incorporated into its suc-
cessors in the early 20th century.  Furniture includes an 
altar table dated to 1623, a pulpit with tester with the 
wardens’ initials and the date 1683, a chest of 1676 also 
with initials, 17th-century altar rails, and from later, a 
‘poor’ plaque of 1754, and an elaborate benefaction 
board of 1720.  But it is the funerary monuments that 
draw our attention.   
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Amongst others are those to the antiquary Humphrey 
Llwyd (above) who died in 1568 and appears as a kneeling 
figure in front of a table. He is on a monument to Richard 
Myddelton, governor of Denbigh Castle,who died in 1575 

and who in a fine brass kneels with his wife, nine sons 

and seven daughters. In the south nave there is an ala-

baster tomb chest for Sir John Salusbury of Lleweni.  

Around the tomb chest are the miniature effigies of his 

children, all showing excellent workmanship. But, having 

admired these, compare the figures supporting heraldry 

at one end of the tomb.    
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Tour 2:  Dyserth, Trelawnyd, Maen Achwyfan, 

Basingwerk Abbey and Holywell 

Dyserth  Church of St Ffraid    

This apparently modern village at the foot of the promi-
nent Flintshire ridge was an important place in the earli-
er Middle Ages. It is mentioned in Doomsday Book 
(1086) as having a church and a mill.  The earliest part of 
the present church, dedicated originally to St Chwyfan, 
may be 13th century, but the foundation is older. The 
upper part of the spectacular East Window may belong 
to 1430 while the lower part, a complex Jesse Window, is 
said to have been installed in 1530 as the result of a leg-
acy.  Like many others the church was almost entirely 
rebuilt by Sir Gilbert Scott in the 1870s. 

Photo by Martin Crampin, from his Stained Glass from 

Welsh Churches , 2014. 

The remains of two 11th century crosses can be seen (with 
difficulty) at the back of the church.  

 One is represented by what is probably a base and 
the other by a tall narrow shaft and broken cross-
head decorated with interlace very similar to that 
on the complete cross at Maen Achwyfan. Both are 
made from a carboniferous sandstone which is be-
lieved to come from Anglesey rather than being a 
local stone.  The shape of the crosshead is the same 
as those on the Penmon crosses.  The cross was first 
noted in response to Edward Lhuyd’s Parochial Que-
ries.  It stood in the churchyard.  The base was 
found in 1873-5 during the church restoration.  
There was another similar cross (now lost) at Meli-
den and there is a section of a shaft (with rather 
better carving) from Rhuddlan. Altogether this is a 
notable cluster of sculpture in a distinctive style 
which links the Viking-occupied lands of the Isle of 
Man and the Wirral with North Wales and Chester. 
In the churchyard are two  ‘hooded tombs’, a rela-
tively short-lived type studied by Lawrence Butler in 
Arch Camb 1973  He records ten from North Wales 
of which five are from northern Flintshire.  There is 
another at Trelawnyd, and the finest one is at Cwm.  
They are judged to stem from a Renaissance fashion 
introduced by the Wynns of Gwydir in 1598. The 
hood was designed to protect the inscription, but 
most have singularly failed to do so. 
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The land across the stream from the New Inn has belonged to 
the church for many centuries.  From 1601- 4 it was the home 
of Bishop Morgan, the translator of the Welsh Bible, when he 
was Bishop of St Asaph.  The 18th century house was built by a 
later bishop. 

Trelawnyd Church of St Michael.  
A late mediaeval church altered in 1784 and 1895.  There is a 
14th century graveslab upside down in the vestry and a fine 
churchyard cross of the same date.  Almost 200 freestanding 
crosses or their bases survive in churchyards throughout Wales 
(see Arch Camb for 2013) and there is a notable cluster in north 
Flintshire.  This is one of the best preserved, showing the Cruci-
fixion alone and with Our Lady and St. John.  Also in this church-
yard is an unusual ‘hooded tomb’ with a solid panel and 
‘unscholarly ornament’ (Pevsner).  

Maen Achwyfan 

This cross has been known as the Stone of Chwyfan, 

the saint commemorated at Dyserth, since at least 

1388 and the coincidence of name and the stylistic 

similarity of the sculpture suggest a close link.  Geo-

physics around the stone shows a road from the di-

rection of Dyserth and suggests that the cross was 

set within a circular enclosure, itself surrounded by a 

notable cluster of Bronze Age barrows.  This is one of 

the very few crosses still at its original site, but  un-

fortunately Richard Mostyn dug quite deeply around 

it 1693.  The 3.5m high cross is intact, though the 

decoration is worn and weathered.   

decoration is worn and weathered. 
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Amongst the plaitwork, frets and interlace there 
animal/human figures including a naked man 
attacking a serpent,  a motif from Viking myth. It 
was probably erected between 925 and 1000 AD.   
 

Obvious Christian iconography seems to be lacking, but 

possibly  Cain and Abel are depicted top left  and the 

Flight into Egypt if both ends of the donkey have been 

chipped away, bottom right. 
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The Cambrians had the most amazing weather for their afternoon visit and these photographs by Marie Thérèse are some 
of the best that you will ever see of the ornament on the south and east sides.  We returned the following morning (which 
was rather grey) to look at the north and west sides, virtually invisible the day before . 

Above: Maen Achwyfan south side;      Top right: Maen Achwyfan north side, lower 
Bottom right: Maen Achwyfan, south side top and cross head 
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Basingwerk Abbey  

Set in a disputed borderland, Basingwerk Abbey, founded in 
1131-2 by the Norman, Ranulf earl of Chester, was granted land 
in England and in Wales by Kings of England and by Princes of 
Wales.  It was Dafydd ap Llywelyn who, before his death in 1246, 
granted the church at Holywell with its famous shrine and well 
to the abbey.   

The first monks came from Savigny in southern Normandy 
where the charismatic hermit, Vitalis, had set up an abbey using 
a version of the rule of St Benedict. His order became so popular 
and fashionable that when he died there were already 200 
daughter houses.  This rapid expansion, of which Neath, 
Buildwas and Basingwerk were part, continued until the 1140s 
when the fourth abbot of Savigny realised that he had no means 
of controlling his order and petitioned St Bernard of Clairvaux to 
allow the Savigniac abbeys to be absorbed into the better organ-
ised Cistercian Order.  Thus in 1147 Basingwerk became part of 
the largest monastic order in Europe. 

The abbey and its lands suffered damage in Edward I’s Welsh 
Wars but after 1285 Edward extended his patronage and re-
confirmed the charters and it remained prosperous until the 
later 14th century when economic and political problems beset a 
diminishing and rather unruly community of monks.  The eco-
nomic situation improved under Abbot Thomas Pennant, a very 
generous patron of the bards.  We had a reading in both Welsh 
and English from one of the poets he patronised.   But he re-
signed in 1522 and by 1537 the abbey was dissolved. 

Little remains of the abbey church beyond the south transept; 

the cloister and the lay brothers’ wing have gone; but some of 

the monastic buildings, the Chapter House Figs, the Monks Day 

Room and the Monks’ Refectory still stand to some height.  Very 

little from the 12th century  survives, most of what can be seen  

belongs to the 13th century when the monastery 

was receiving patronage from both Welsh and 

English kings.  A large room at the SE corner dis-

plays evidence of some of the improvements 

made by Abbot Thomas Pennant, including  large 

fireplace and new windows. 
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Holywell Shrine and Well Chapel  

The foundation legend of the shrine goes back to the 7th 
century and tells of St Winifred who refused the advanc-
es of a local prince, Caradoc, who then attacked her and 
cut off her head.  Where it fell a stream of pure water 
sprang up and her uncle, St Beuno restored her to life.   

The first documentary record of pilgrimage to this healing 

spot is in 1115; King Richard I is known to have come in 

1189 and Henry V is recorded as walking from Shrewsbury 

to Holywell in 1416 in gratitude for his victory at Agincourt.  

Henry VIII’s inspectors closed Basingwerk Abbey, but failed 

to stop the pilgrimages, which continue to this day.   In the 

17th century the shrine became a symbol of the survival of 

Catholicism in the north and the church was served by the 

Jesuits who lived in accepted disguise as landlords of the 

nearby inn under the protection of Catholic families in 

north east Wales and in Lancashire.  There is a rumour that 

the Gunpowder plotters visited in 1605 and James II and his 

wife, Mary of Modena, certainly visited in 1686 to pray for a 

son (James III The Old Pretender) was born the following 

year).  Princess Victoria and her uncle Leopold visited in 

1828. 

Graffiti (carefully preserved in Cadw’s recent cleaning pro-
gramme) record visits and cures for many lesser persons 
throughout the 18th and 19th centuries.  These are so well cut 
that one suspects there was a professional carver on hand. 

The present buildings – the Well Chamber (above) and the 
Well Chapel above it are part of the extensive renewal of 
religious buildings after the Wars of the Roses and up to the 
first decade or so of the 16th century.  These particularly 
beautiful and richly decorated Perpendicular chapels are 
believed to have been built at the expense of Lady Margaret 
Beaufort, a major patron and controller of the Stanley lands 
in north east Wales (But see article in Arch. Camb. vol 168 
(2019)).  The churches at Mold and Northrop are similarly 
fine and carry the same Stanley emblems; the well basin at 
Ffynnon Fair is clearly part of the same series.   

Photo: Heather James 

The well  chapel above the well chamber  
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The parish church on the hill above, beside the Well Chapel, 
was where the mediaeval pilgrims would have started the 
final stage of their pilgrimage, but that building was rebuilt 
in 1769 as a galleried classical church, further remodelled in 
1884 with an Italianate apse.  The present Catholic church, 
further up Well Street, is an early post-emancipation Neo-
classical church of 1832, worth a visit, if only to see the num-
ber of aliases listed for the 17th century parish priests! 

Tower of Holywell Church, from the exterior of the the Well  

Chamber 

The Well Chamber and its environs actually belongs to Flint-
shire County Council but are managed by the Catholic Dio-
cese of Wrexham who own the modern visitor centre where 
there is a historical exhibition (now a bit tired and due for 
renovation but with a lot of information).  Between it and the 
Well Chamber is a lawn for Mass and assembly of pilgrims.  
The waters of the Well flow out into a rectangular bathing 
pool overlooked by the fine red-tinged facade of the Well 
Chamber and Chapel.  This red tinge, noted as early as the 
12th century and interpreted then as a miraculous stain from 
the blood of St Winefride, is in fact due to harmless algae 
which Cadw was careful to preserve.  These outer buildings: 
the pool and rooms to the left and the Caretaker’s Cottage to 
the right belong to the 19th century, when Catholics were 
very much in charge (note AMDG – the Jesuit motto on 
roofs).   

The Caretaker’s cottage, which links the road and the 
shrine, has recently been made into a small museum 
displaying relics, artefacts and documents from the post-
Reformation life of the shrine and also the surviving 
fragments of the possible 12th century Casket of St 
Winefride from Gwytherin where she had founded a 
convent and was buried. It had survived in the church to 
the 17th century when it was recorded by Edward Lhuyd, 
then disappeared and fragments re-appeared in recent 
years.   

The history of these survivals is a complex one, often 
hidden in Catholic houses, given to continental monas-
teries or convents, returned to Britain after 1829, now 
in need of a more secure public home as convents 
close.  The skull of St John Plessington martyred in 
Chester in 1679, was kept hidden in the Holywell Jesuit 
inn, rediscovered in the late 19th century, sent to St 
Beuno’s the Jesuit seminary at Tremeirchion and is 
now back in Holywell.  Exhibits of more secular interest 
are the banners painted by Frederick Rolfe (self-styled 
Baron Corvo and author of the notorious Hadrian VII) 
who, expelled from two seminaries, was employed 
by Fr Beauclerk as an artist, in return for bed and 
board.  
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Tour 3:  Llanarmon yn Iâl, Cilcain and Tremeirchion 

St Garmon’s Church, Llanarmon yn Iȃl  

This is a double-naved church of mediaeval origin which 
underwent considerable change in the mid 18th century. 

The late mediaeval roof  remained, but the round-headed win-
dows, the south porch the ‘unsophisticated but engaging’ timber 
colonnade replacing a stone arcade, and the font all date from 
the 1730s.  This might also be the time when the very fine brass 
chandelier from Flanders came to the church. This is likely to 
have been a gift from the Bodidris family, since there is another 
in the nearby church of Llandegla and several wealthy Denbigh-
shire families had had connections with the Low Countries since 
the 15th century.   

The 14th century monument 
to Gruffudd ap Llywelyn ap 
Ynyr, of Bodidris,  said to 
have been in Valle Crucis 
originally, is here, with a 
contemporary ecclesiastic, 
very worn.  There is anoth-
er Bodidris monument, the 
very striking but faintly 
comical effigy of Efan Llwyd 
dating from 1639 .  It is a 
triple-arch mural tomb with 
a reclining figure, the legs 
and bust visible, the centre 

covered by a solid panel with a Welsh inscription (rare at this 
date).  It is imitative of the one to Sir John Trefor of Trevalyn (d. 
1589) in Gresford church.  There was another restoration of the 
church in 1870 by John Douglas of Chester to which belong the 
pulpit, some gothic windows and the bracing for the colon-
nade.  There is the shaft of a churchyard cross in the church-
yard.  The core of the village around the church is very attrac-
tive and a centre of considerable voluntary enterprise, both the 
village shop and the pub are run by and for the community. 
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St Mary’s Church, Cilcain . 

Cilcain church is famous for the roof of its southern nave. 
This is a magnificent Late Gothic structure, alternating 
hammerbeam trusses with large angels carrying shields 
with emblems of the Passion and arch-braced trusses with 
secular subjects at the base 2 corbels  and grotesques on 
the bosses.   

This roof has been restored several times, notably in 
1935-7 by F.H.Crossley who was the author of a great 
survey of church carpentry which ran through many 
volumes of Arch. Camb.  This roof was first recorded in 
Arch. Camb. for 1847.  It was generally believed that 
the roof had been originally designed for a different, 
higher church (perhaps Basingwerk Abbey, but there 
was never any positive evidence for that).  It relates 
awkwardly to the rather clumsy arcade below and 
seems out of scale.  However the Royal Commission, in 
a recent study associated with a cleaning and de-
infestation programme two years ago, concluded that 
it was designed and made for its present position …. a 
question still worth pondering. 
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There are a number of rather neglected fragments of 14th century grave slabs and a font bowl with interlace decoration in 
the corner by the door.  The fine glass remaining in the east window of the south nave is said to be dated 1546 – mid 16th 
century, but it is very similar to other Crucifixion scenes in  NE Wales which are, like so much new work, from earlier in 
that century.  The boards with the Creed and Lord’s Prayer in Welsh are signed and dated 1809. Structural details show 
that the south nave was the primary one and the northern one has for some years been closed off from the main body of 
the church.  There is a Mostyn monument of 1731 by one of the Wynne family of sculptors and the iron gate on the porch 
is said to have come from Mold church and is attributed to the famous Davies brothers (1726). The church was quite ex-
tensively restored in 1888-9 by John Douglas and much of the fine furnishings are his work. Just outside the lychgate is a 
Hearse House of 1810 and across the way an 18th century school house.  The centre of the village contains several attrac-
tive buildings. 

Church of Corpus Christi, Tremeirchion   

This is an old foundation in a circular church-
yard and the structure of the building shows 
features of several periods, from the 14th to the 
19th centuries, with some fragments of medie-
val and rare 17th century glass in the southern 
windows.  The most notable features are sever-
al 14th and 15th century sepulchral slabs and 
monuments, including the very fine canopied 
tomb believed to be that of Dafydd Ddu Hirae-
thog,  the poet and grammarian.  It is certainly 
a cleric.   
 
There are two Salusbury hatchments on the 
walls. 
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The 14th century churchyard cross has been returned from St Beuno’s College where it was viewed by the Cambrians on pre-
vious visits to the area.  It is now at the lower entrance to the churchyard.  All four faces are well preserved: the two bishops 
or abbots on the narrower sides. 
 

 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

For a Report on the whole of the 2016 Summer Meeting—see other entries in this Past Events section 

under Archives on the Cambrians website.  




